
 

Key Advantages of  
Zenith Extended Care Beds 

 Proudly made in the USA at our 140,000 square foot factory in Fond du Lac, WI 

 Digital electronics enable “plug and play” capability to add features at any time: 

o USB power supply for cell phone charging 

o Underbed light for resident safety 

o By changing handset or embedded staff, upgrade from Standard Functionality to Advanced Positioning 

 US Patent awarded design of high/low mechanism inside of the bottom of the mainframe tubes reduces the chance of fluids getting inside and 
harboring bacteria 

 Height travel range:  Zenith9100  7”- 30”; Zenith7100  7.95” - 30” 

 Safe work load:   Zenith9100  600 lbs.;   Zenith7100  500 lbs.  

(includes resident, support surface, head/foot boards, and accessories) 

 Super-efficient transmission on Zenith9100 allows the bed to go lower with less strain on the motors and provides even speed raising and 

lowering 

 Sealed ball bearings in the joints provide maintenance-free, continuous, silent operation 

 SilverSolutions™ within the powder-coating provides antimicrobial surface protection and deter the growth of bacteria 

 Intuitive 2-pedal locking system is centrally located, easily visible from a distance to ensure the bed is locked, and is accessible at all heights and 

widths – even the lowest position  

 UL/IEC/CSA/ETL approved as a transport device because beds pass the threshold clearance/impact testing at ALL heights by 20mm (which is 

roughly ¾”) 

 Sturdy, no-sag, grid sleep surface with cross braces 

 Bed locks and rolls at any height, reducing care-giver back strain 

 Bed provides 360° mobility for cleaning, etc. 

 In the low position, the beds rest on brackets, removing the load from the actuator (extending the life of the actuator). 

  All Zenith beds utilize synchronized high-low functionality as a standard feature, keeping the bed level for proper therapeutic positioning 

 The patent pending mechanics of Zenith9100 beds give extended life to the electronics because they do not have to work as hard 

 Head and foot boards are securely mounted with tall, tubular mounting reduces breakage, creating a built-in push bar 

 Tool-less assembly reduces set-up time 

 Standard adjustable wall saver provides the smallest footprint, while protecting the wall; optional side wall savers available  

 Adjustable mattress retainer allows the bed to be used at 76” or 80”  

 Edema foot ratchet elevates the foot end of the bed is standard  

 Grounded bed with right-angle hospital grade plug is standard for safety 

 Maximum underbed clearance for use with overbed tables and lifts 

 Assist devices available – warm to the touch half length assist device, assist bar, and pivot assist bar  attach without tools 

 Hand pendant is shock-resistant, splash-proof, and durable  

 Pendant attaches to either side of the bed to adapt to varying room layouts  

 4”  and 8” length extension kit option available 

 Field installed 39” and  42” wide kits and factory installed patented Slide-W-I-D-E beds enhance comfort and reduce falls 

 Warranty:  15 years on frame, 5 years on motors and control box,  3 years on non-specified electronics, 2 years on bed-mounted accessories and 

unspecified components, 1 year on head and foot boards 


